Biological plywood film formation from para-nematic liquid crystalline organization.
In vitro non-equilibrium chiral phase ordering processes of biomacromolecular solutions offer a systematic and reproducible way of generating material architectures found in Nature, such as biological plywoods. Accelerated progress in biomimetic engineering of mesoscopic plywoods and other fibrous structures requires a fundamental understanding of processing and transport principles. In this work we focus on collagen I based materials and structures to find processing conditions that lead to defect-free collagen films displaying the helicoidal plywood architecture. Here we report experimentally-guided theory and simulations of the chiral phase ordering of collagen molecules through water solvent evaporation of pre-aligned dilute collagen solutions. We develop, implement and a posteriori validate an integrated liquid crystal chiral phase ordering-water transport model that captures the essential features of spatio-temporal chiral structure formation in shrinking film domains due to directed water loss. Three microstructural (texture) modes are identified depending on the particular value of the time-scale ratio defined by collagen rotational diffusion to water translational diffusion. The magnitude of the time scale ratio provides the conditions for the synchronization of the helical axis morphogenesis with the increase in the mesogen concentration due to water loss. Slower than critical water removal rates leads to internal multiaxial cellular patterns, reminiscent of the classical columnar-equiaxed metallurgical casting structures. Excessive water removal rates lead to destabilization of the chiral axis and multidomain defected films. The predictions of the integrated model are in qualitative agreement with experimental results and can potentially guide solution processing of other bio-related mesogenic solutions that seek to mimic the architecture of biological fibrous composites.